Celery Lab

Lesson Concept

Plants have tubes called xylem and phloem that transport materials
through the plant.

Link

In the previous lesson, students learned about the macro (large
scale) transport structures of the plant: roots, stems. In this
lesson, students use what they know about stems to discover how
they allow for transport of materials. In the next lesson, students will
learn the structure of the leave that enables photosynthesis to
occur making sugar that will be transported throughout the plant.

Time

Two 30 minute sessions

Materials

Whole class
Document camera and projector
Teacher tray to show set up
Per Group
Tray with:
•

Celery stalk with leaves

•

Plastic knife

•

Two cups of water, one with 3 drops blue food coloring and
one with red

Individual
Science Notebook
Index card or sticky note (optional)
Observation Chart (H1)
Colored pencils
Advance
Preparation

1. Set up each tray with materials listed above.
2. Duplicate a class set of H1-Observation Chart.
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Procedure:
Teacher Note: if your students have never had experience with this concept before, an
alternate option would be to NOT split the stalk. Just observe a single stalk in one color.
Then as an extension, split the celery and use two colors.
Engage

(10 minutes) Plants have specific structures for transporting
nutrients and water throughout the plant.

1.

With a partner, ask students to review their drawings of roots and stems from
Lesson 5.12.

2.

Ask several groups to share what they remember about the roots.

3.

Ask several groups to share what they remember about the stems, including their
drawing of the celery cross section.

4.

Make a class sketch of the celery cross section and explain that in today’s lesson
students will learn how this structure helps transport of nutrients and water in
plants.

Explore

(20 minutes) Plants have internal structures that assist in
transporting nutrients and water around the plant.

5.

Explain that students will be investing transport in the stem.

6.

Model how to set up the investigation with the following steps:
•

Cut ½ inch off the non-leaf end of celery

•

Cut stock from non-leaf end but stop halfway up. (Be careful not to pull two
sides apart)

• Place cups next to each other
• Put each side of the celery stock into each cup so that it balances upright.
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Caution: Use cups, not
petri dishes to make it
more stable

7.

Distribute trays of materials to each group and have students set up the celery for
observation

8.

Once students have completed their set-up, distribute H1 (Observation Chart) and
ask students to illustrate and write observations of this initial set-up.

9.

Ask students to write a hypothesis about what they think will happen in the next 24
hours. Use this frame for the hypothesis: If the plant has one part of the stalk in
red coloring and the other side of the stalk in blue coloring, then
________________, because _________________________.)

10. Discuss student hypotheses.
11. Place trays in a location for students to observe throughout the day. Wait until the
following day to continue the next part of the lesson.
Explain/Evaluate

(20 minutes ) Xylem and phloem are tubes found in plant
stems that help transport materials. Xylem transports
nutrients and water from the roots to the stem; phloem
transports sugars from the leaves to the rest of the plant.

12. Ask students to observe the changes they see in their celery stalk and illustrate
and write their observations in the next section of the Observation Chart.
13. Have students share out observations and discuss previous hypotheses.
14. Demonstrate how to remove the celery from the liquid and cut each split stock
horizontally to observe the cross section of the plant. They should continue slicing
the stalk horizontally al the way up to the leaves.
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15. Ask students to select their best specimen to describe and illustrate in the last
section of their Observation Chart.
16. Select a couple of students to show their specimen on the document camera
describing their observations and reflecting about their hypotheses.
Teacher Note: students should see each tube structure of the plant (xylem and phloem)
dyed with the color that was transported through it.
17. As a whole class, ask students, based on their experiment, what they think these
structures do. Discuss their ideas, noting that the colored dots are xylem tubules
and the smaller uncolored dots are phloem tubules. Ask students to label their
drawings.
18. Explain that the xylem tubules are responsible for carrying the water and nutrients
from the roots to the leaves and that the phloem tubules are responsible for
carrying the food (sugar) that is made in the leaves to the rest of the plant.
Extend

(10 minutes) Living things have structures to transport
materials.

19. Ask students to draw a venn diagram, entitled Transport In Living Things. Ask
them to label one circle “animals” and the other circle “plants.” Have them
complete their venn diagram using what they know about transporting materials in
plants and animals.
Teacher Note If time permits, have students make posters of the venn diagram and
share their posters.
20. Ask students to share their ideas with a partner. Then share several with the
whole class.
Evaluate

(5 minutes) Plants have structures to transport materials.

21. Provide students with an exit card or post it. Ask them to complete the frame: I
used to think_______________about how plants transport materials. Now I
know__________________. I wonder ________________.
Teacher Note: if students wonder about other plants, consider bringing in other plant
types or rooted plants to test.
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H1
	
  

Illustrated Observations

Written Observations

1

Hypothesis:
If the plant has one part of the stalk in red food coloring and another side of
the stalk in blue food coloring, then
___________________________________ because
___________________________________________________________.
2
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